Using direction

Galaxy Theme Park
Activities

1 Enjoy a day at Galaxy Theme Park! Use compass directions to follow the itinerary planned for you.

10 am Start at the Galaxy Theme Park entrance and head _____ to the Spaceship Earth Centre for a view of the Earth from outer space.

11 am From here, it is only a short distance in a _____ direction to Saturn Station. Board the Skyway Train and travel north to _____ Station and then west to _____ Station.

11.15 am Head off from the station in a _____ direction along Space Walk to enjoy the thrills of the Anti-Gravity Ride.

11.30 am Follow Orbital Walk in an _____ direction to view a show at the Planetarium.

12.30 pm Cut through Rocket Park to head _____ to the Galaxy Centre for lunch.

1.30 pm There is lots more to see and do! To visit the Man on the Moon Space Museum you will leave the Galaxy Centre and go _____ along Moon Walk and then _____ along Orbital Walk.

2.30 pm You now board the Skyway Train at the closest station of _____ and head east for two stations to _____.

2.45 pm You should just have time for a Mission to Mars ride before making your way _____ to the Galaxy Centre for a snack.

4.00 pm The only thing left to do is to face _____ to go back to the entrance and head back home!

2 Plan your own itinerary for a day in Galaxy Theme Park. Choose six areas that you would like to visit and then write the compass directions that you would follow to complete your itinerary. Have a nice day!